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About This Content

In summer 1937, renewed tensions between Japan and China escalate into open war: The Second Sino-Japanese war has begun.

Order of Battle: WWII comes back to the Pacific Theatre, covering one of the cruellest but most underrated conflicts of the
Second World War period.

In Order of Battle: Morning Sun you take control over the Japanese forces fighting for territorial expansion and rich Chinese
resources. The conflict soon turns into a massive all-out war between the two sides during the Battle of Shanghai. While the
Chinese forces are numerically superior, they have suffered from internal conflict and are poorly equipped with outdated

weapons. The recently modernised Japanese Army on the other hand is well trained and experienced, but as the war drags on it
gets increasingly overstretched, allowing the enemy to regain the initiative at several occasions...

New units

Japanese armies have been reinforced with several new units including biplane fighters and bombers such as the Ki-10, D1A
and A4N1, the Sōkō Sagyō Ki flamethrower-equipped engineering vehicle and Type 89 medium tanks. The Chinese rely heavily
on foreign arms deals, resulting in a diverse arsenal made up from Soviet Polikarpov fighters, Tupolev bombers and T-26 tanks,
German Panzer I's, Sdkfz 221/222 armoured cars and 37mm PaK guns, Italian L3/33 tankettes, British Gloster Gladiators and
many more. Nations now also have access to Cavalry units and Horse Transportation for towed guns. In total, almost 100 new

unit types have been added to the game.

Scenarios
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Beiping-Tianjin
Operation Chahar

Shanghai
Xuzhou
Lanfeng
Wuhan

Nanchang
Changsha

South Guangxi
Guandong Offensive

Chongqing

New features

Construction Group unit allows players to construct small airstrips on locations of their own choosing.

Horses: These brave and loyal animals played a vital role in the war, and are now included in the game as part of
Cavalry units and Horse Transportation.

New terrain types: Plow through muddy Rice Fields and fight along the Great Wall of China.
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Great game. kinda short but whatever. sequels have lots of potential. advice: continue this story and also feature characters from
the show. PS1 Nostalgiafest platformer. nice work you idiots the entire game is ruined by those incredibly annoying death
messages im getting my refund everything was so cool but noooooo the stupid game wants to let you know every 5 seconds that
one of your own has died like really i dont give a crap fix it now! im not recomending this game until those death messages are
removed. I'M so excited for new releases ! Keep it up you guys. gentle, smooth, jazzy, sexy and very relaxing at times and
booming thoses are the perfect words to describe this games track in a nutshell. just listening to the main theme gives me Chills
down my spine. much like the masterpiece game surrounding it. the music is just so full of life and is fun to listen too when you
are working or just doing nothing. It sets the tone nicely and feels ripe thanks to Peter Mcconnal's rich and energetic musical
style this soundtrack is not only important to the films story narrative but also gives off a great sense of wonderous atmosphere
in a sutle manner that no other game like this has ever done before. you the player are automaticly sucked in by the game's
awesome music right from the intro and things get better a hell of alot better once the story moves forward this awesome track
is worth buying trust me you won't be disapointed. taking gold medals is hard as hell, and no achievents.... Weeeell, I don't really
recommend this game. It has aged, but not exactly gracefully. It's not horrible either. But it just isn't really good either.

For 5\u20ac, it's too little. I bought it in the Popcap Bundle, so it was alright, I guess?

Still, for demanding 5\u20ac and then giving you relatively monotonous gameplay... it's too much money. It's just too much for
so little actually happening. That's why I wouldn't recommend buying this game.

Oh, and just for the sake of completion: You play as one of four heroes to save the Iggles, a race of furry little creatures color-
coded and caught in bubbles by some kind of evil force. Yeah. That's the sum of it. You move through a little labyrinth, collect
the Iggles, avoid the baddies, and send the Iggles home with the approrpiate home fields.

And... that's it. For 101 levels in Adventure mode. Yay.
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This is a type of game that I really enjoy, but lackluster graphics and controls make this a very poor game. If I compare to a
mobile game like Sky Force, AWA isn't even in the same realm.. OMG! This experience is a MUST SEE! I read about
AWAKE: Episode One on Upload VR and thought it looked interesting, but I was totally unprepared for how much of an
emotional impact it would have on me!

It's short (takes me about 25 minutes cos I want to study every detail), but I've never had a VR experience quite like it - being
able to get right up in front of these real characters and just want to go back in there again and again. Still working through the
deeper levels of what the bigger story means. What a head trip, brilliant performances and cannot wait for more episodes!!!!
Where is it all going???

5 STARS +. Loads of Research , Many Diffrent alien Races Trying to Take you out And many other things like the depth of the
Games' Story
make it a really nice Strategy Game with the only "Bad" things i have personally encountered are the little childish graphics and
sometimes the annoying controls giving you odd angles like through the ground for example
To sum things up , it's a really excellent game for it's age ( 6 years ) and i would Reccoment it to the Classic X-com Strategists
out there who look for Something Challenging.. Giving this a thumbs down makes me sad, but I can't recommend this game.

The short of it is that the creative direction, art, and innovation were amazing, and honestly what caught my eye to buy the
game; this was consistently great throughout.
Gameplay execution, enemy, fight, and level design had major flaws that made it boring, unfair and frustrating in ways that it
shouldn't, such as the necessity for frame perfect execution of the slide kick if you want to use it as intended (and as is
necessary for blocking the charge of the final boss), or random instances where your invulnerability suddenly doesn't matter.

I am excited to see the next game, but beating this game just did not feel good.. Stupid quick man lasers aside, this is an
awesome 8-bit style ninja gaiden / contra game!
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